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DUAL SHEAR TIRE CARRIER HINGE KIT – GENERAL 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Read instruction in full before attempting installation.  

 
1. Select a bumper for installation.  Please keep in mind that the double shear 
bracket is 2.5” wide.  You must have a 2” wide bumper at minimum; however, we 
recommend using a 3”.  The following installation photos are using a 4” x 3” x 3/16” 
steel bumper. 
 
2. Sleeve location.  Place the bracket on top of your bumper and locate were you 
would like it to be placed.   Make sure you reference which side/end of the bumper 
you need the pivot point to be on. Keep in mind the bolts will hang down 3/4” or 
more on the inside of the bumper.  Make sure there are no clearance issues (in case 
you are placing a cap on the end of your bumper, etc.).  Next, place the sleeve under 
the bracket as pictured below and mark the area around the sleeve.  This will 
determine where the sleeve will be installed and determine the brackets final 
location.  

  
 
3. Next, you will need to drill the hole for the spindle.  The hole must be drilled 
through both ends sides of the bumper (in the upright position).  
 
There are a number of ways to cut the sleeve hole into the bumper. 

 
a. Plasma cutter – center the sleeve as best as you can at the desired 
location.  Use the sleeve as a guide for cutting in order to keep in 
symmetrical.  This will make the hole diameter larger and will need 
shimming afterwards.  Or if you have a steady hand you may want to free 
hand the cutting.  You can use a die grinder for clean up and fitment if 
necessary. Repeat this process on the other side.  Make sure the 



 

 

measurements are exact center on width and length so the sleeve won’t be 
crooked when installed. 
 
b. Hole saw – Recommended method. You may purchase a hole saw that is 
the exact diameter (2-1/8”) or one size larger than the outside diameter of 
the sleeve. You will want to scribe on the bumper the exact center of the 
bumper and use a center punch to mark it.  Use a pilot hole drill on the punch 
mark to drill it.  This will keep the larger hole saw drill from wandering. You 
can then use a hand drill, drill press, vertical mill, etc. to drill the hole with 
the hole saw cutter. Repeat this process on the other side.  Make sure the 
measurements are exact center on width and length so the sleeve won’t be 
crooked when installed. 

 

  
 

C. Drill.  If you have access to industrial machinery or a local machine shop 
with large drill bits, fly wheel cutters, etc. They can cut the hole.  

 
4. Install the sleeve.  If you used an oversize hole saw or had a larger hole from 
another method, you must shim the sleeve one in place to ensure it is centered in 
the bumper and upright with 0 degrees of lean in any direction. The picture below 
shows the oversized hole and the sleeve being shimmed. 

 



 

 

5.  Re-assemble the hinge kit outside of the bumper (without grease seals).  Place 
the bracket back on top of the spindle and tighten the provided castle nut down.  
Make sure it is tight, but not so tight that the bearing housing cannot spin.  The kit 
should look like the pictures below when assembled. View photos below for 
reference.  
 
6. Lower the entire assembly into the bumper by placing the spindle into the sleeve 
and lowering the kit down until the double shear bracket rests flush on top of the 
bumper. Clamp the double shear bracket to the top of the bumper using a c-clamp or 
something of the sort. Check the sleeve again to make sure its still symmetrically 
shimmed. View photos below for reference. 
 
7. Spot weld in the sleeve – lightly in case you need to readjust it or move it, etc. Put 
two spot welds on top and two on bottom to hold the sleeve in place. You will get 
weld pull to one side after each tack, so make sure to readjust your shims if 
necessary. View photos below for reference. The heat from the welds should shrink 
the inside diameter of the sleeve and press-fit the spindle into the sleeve.  
 
Remove the double shear bracket and check to see if the spindle is snug/slightly 
tight.  If it’s loose and falls out, then reinstall the bracket and tighten up the spindle.  
Then tack weld the spindle to the sleeve.  Two tack welds will be sufficient.  

   
 
8. Keeping the double shear bracket clamped and centered onto the bumper, mark 
the three-bolt hole location for drilling. Then remove the double shear bracket to 
allow room for drilling. 
 



 

 

 
 
9. Drill three 7/16” diameter holes where you marked for the double shear bracket.  
Make sure each hole is centered in reference to one another. We recommend drilling 
one hole first, then installing a provided nut and bolt (with the bracket on), then 
drill the other two holes with the bracket on as pictured below.  
 

    
 
10. Tightly install all three bolts with included hardware so the bracket is tight.  
Check to make sure the castle nut is also tight.   
 
11. Fully weld in the bottom of the sleeve to the bumper. Make sure no weld spills 
over into the sleeve area.  The heat will press-fit the spindle onto the sleeve even 
tighter. 
 
12. Remove the double shear bracket, bearing housing, and all other components 
other than the spindle. 
 
13. Weld the top of the sleeve to the bumper.  Do not spill weld over onto the 
spindle.  
 
14. You can now weld your tire carrier main arm onto the bearing housing of the 
tire carrier hinge kit. Make sure not to spill weld over into the inside of the bearing 



 

 

housing.  If you are using the 1750 lb. Double Shear Tire Carrier Hinge Kit, don’t 
weld on to bottom of the bearing housing were the tubing thickness is thin.  
   
15. Once all components have cooled, you can now reassemble the tire carrier hinge 
kit. 
 
16. If you are closing off the end of your bumper with caps so that its fully sealed, 
you will want to tack weld the three 7/16” bolt nuts on the inside of the bumper in 
place.  Install the bolts with a flat washer and lock washer on top of the bracket, and 
a flat washer and nut on the inside of the bumper.  Tack weld the washer and nut in 
place so that the bolts can be removed if needed at a later date without accessing the 
inside of the bumper. Make sure the bolts are securely fastened before welding the 
nuts in order to decrease weld pull.  
 
17.  If you purchased an aluminum cap/nut – do the following.  Follow all the steps 
above using the provided castle nut.  Only put on the aluminum cap/nut after final 
installation on the vehicle including paint.   
 
Check the spindle to make sure the threads are smooth and will not cut into the 
aluminum.  Use the provided washer. 
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